Safety Products

- APS 2000® Vehicle Restraint
- Dock Impact Barrier™
- Visual Barriers
- Trailer Stabilizers
- Wheel Chocks
- APS&GO - LED™
SAFETY PRODUCTS

**APS 2000® Vehicle Restraint**

The APS 2000 is a superior rotating-hook, impact-style vehicle restraint developed specifically to reduce the occurrence of accidents at the dock. The APS 2000 combines an advanced LED communication system with a low profile restraint carriage.

- Low profile, 9" (229 mm) carriage improves service range to 9"-25" (229-635 mm) off grade
- Durable zinc-plated, dichromate carriage stores off the drive for extensive all-weather use
- Standard LED internal/external communication system improves safety
- Patented IP65-rated gear motor never needs adjustment
- Watertight electrical connectors
- Zerk grease fittings on roller shafts
- Compact 12" x 12" control panel with plug-in modular wire board

**Dock Impact Barrier™**

The APS Resource Dock Impact Barrier is a manually operated barrier gate. When dock use is required, the Dock Impact Barrier is opened by releasing the foot latch and lifting the gate into an upright position with very little effort. Available in 8', 9' and 10' (2.4, 2.7 and 3 m) sizes.

- Reduces the occurrence of accidents due to forklifts, pallet jacks or pedestrians falling off the dock when the door is open
- Reduces the occurrence of damage to equipment, load, door panels and door track when the door is closed
- 9/16" (14.3 mm) - heavy-duty steel aircraft cable encased in flexible fiberglass rail withstands the impact of a 10,000 lb (4,536 kg) fork truck moving at 4 mph (6.4 kph)
- High visibility nylon netting and yellow 42" (1,067 mm) upper fiberglass rail provide additional personnel safety and meet the International Building Code
- Heavy-duty side members provide added protection
- Simple installation, minimal maintenance and easy operation
- Latch mechanism securely locks rail in place
- Raise and lower Dock Impact Barrier with one hand
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Trailer Stabilizers
OSHA recommends trailer stabilizers to help reduce accidents from trailer tip and landing gear collapse during loading and unloading, when a tractor does not support the trailer.

Heavy Duty Hold Safe Stabilizer
- Static capacity: 100,000 lbs (45,359 kg); lifting capacity: 50,000 lbs (22,680 kg)
- Two-speed gear box; 16” (406 mm) semi-pneumatic tires
- Service range: 41-3/4”-55-1/4” (1,060-1,403 mm); safety yellow for high visibility

Medium and Heavy Duty Ratchet Beam
- Medium Duty static capacity: 100,000 lbs (45,359 kg); lifting capacity: 40,000 lbs (18,144 kg)
- Heavy Duty static capacity: 100,000 lbs (45,359 kg); lifting capacity: 50,000 lbs (22,680 kg)
- Service range: 39-1/2”-51” (1,003-1,295 mm)

Wheel Guides
Heavy-duty wheel guides direct the truck into the correct position at your dock.
- High visibility safety yellow to stand out in the driveway
- Heavy-duty pipe style guides with dual mounting plates
- Also available with 32” (813 mm) flare

Wheel Chocks & Chains
OSHA recommends trailer wheels be chocked during loading and unloading to prevent trucks from rolling. 3/16” (4.8 mm) plated coil chain sold separately. Optional “Truck Wheels Must Be Chocked” sign available.

Laminated Wheel Chocks
- Extra heavy-duty laminated rubber pads compressed between steel plates
- Contoured to fit tire; reversible

Aluminum Wheel Chocks
- Light weight, non-sparking extruded aluminum
- Surface-gripping teeth on underside

Molded Wheel Chocks
- Available in molded rubber or urethane
- Designed to fit both the tire and the pavement
- Available in black or orange
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Dock Strobe™
The Dock Strobe will alert all employees to potentially dangerous situations using a 100-candela strobe tube light powered by two 6-volt, lantern batteries.
- Safety yellow casing and amber 360° dome for superior visibility
- Low profile, impact-resistant 4” (102 mm) dome
- Dual 3” (76 mm) heavy-duty industrial grade magnets on base
- High impact polypropylene; UV stabilized base for outdoor durability

Reflect & Guide Stripes
The easy to install Reflect & Guide Stripes enhance safety at the dock and throughout the facility.
- Weather resistant for long-term performance
- 47,000 microprisms per square inch provide intense reflective property
- Easy to install, no electrical hook-ups, no bulbs to replace and zero energy use
- 4” (102 mm) wide; 10”, 24” or 30” (254, 610 or 762 mm) long

Guide Lights
Guide Lights provide an ideal focal point for drivers, greatly reducing the risk of "overrunning" the dock. The dual Guide Lights’ adjustable reflectors produce a focused light pattern that illuminates the dock surface exactly where needed to assist a driver in lining up the trailer square to the dock.
- Operates with on/off control console for both guide lights (included)
- Shallow depth reduces chance for impact by truck trailer
- High-impact polycarbonate construction with ribbed reinforcing
- High visibility from compact illumination on both sides of the door opening
- 115/12V AC/DC operation; dual light system is standard
- Standard (3) 12 Volt bulbs; also available in LED
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APS&GO - LED™

The APS&GO - LED reduces the potential for serious accidents from truck drivers pulling away before loading/unloading is finished.
- High visibility red/green flashing LED lights with truck driver sign for simple, effective communication
- Compact, low-profile design reduces potential damage and fits between narrow seal/shelter designs
- Impact resistant polymer housing helps prevent corrosion
- Power cord for easy installation
- Long lasting LED technology for added safety
- UL and cUL listed
- 115VAC & 230VAC versions available

Visual Barriers

Belted Visual Barrier
- 14 ft (4.3 m) yellow/black 3” (76 mm) strip for high visibility
- Trak Sentry with visual barrier provides 48” (1,219 mm) high door track protection (optional)

Steel Visual Barrier
- 48” (1,219 mm) tall x 12’ (3.7 m) wide; high visibility yellow/black steel barrier
- Lightweight design; additional double-wide (22’/6.7 m) wheeled cart design available
- Highly visible strobe light for added safety (optional)

Canvas Visual Barrier
- 4’ (1.2 m) tall x 10’ (3 m) wide; high visibility large warning signs
- Light fabric and plastic design easily move and fold into a compact space
APS RESOURCE’S COMPREHENSIVE LINEUP INCLUDES:

- airDefense® Retro Fit Kits
- APS&GO - LED™ Safety Light Systems
- APS 2000® Rotating Hook Vehicle Restraint
- ATC - Air Conversion Kit™
- Bollard Covers
- Bumper Brackets & Buildouts
- Column Protectors
- Curb Angle Sets
- Dock Bumpers
- Dock Defender™ Bumper
- Dock Guide Lights
- Dock Impact Barrier™
- Dock Impact Barrier - LC™
- Dock Light / Fan Combinations
- Dock Seal Recovers
- Dock Seal Wear Pleats
- Dock Strobe™
- Dock Stufr®
- Dock Visual Barrier
- DOK-LOK® Replacement Parts
- Door Edge Sealr™
- Door Section Saver
- Door Sprag™ Seals
- Drain Pipe Protectors
- ENERGY GUARD® Retrofit Kits
- E-Saver 30™ LED Lamp
- E-Saver 38™ LED Lamp
- Extra Length Dock Bumpers
- FLEX-BACK™ Door Panel
- Fork Sentry
- FT Ultra LED™ Dock Light
- G-Flex Dock Light™
- G-Flex LED Dock Light™
- High Impact LED™ Dock Light
- High Pressure Sodium Dock Lights
- Hold-Safe™ Trailer Stabilizer
- HTC - Hydraulic Conversion Kit™
- Kelley Atlantic Brand Service Parts
- Kelley® Brand Service Parts
- Laminated Dock Bumpers
- LED Guide Lights
- LED Upgrade Kits
- Metal Head Dock Lights
- Molded Dock Bumpers
- Pipe Bollards
- Pit Kits
- Polycarbonate Head Dock Lights
- Portable Dock Plates & Dockboards
- Portable Rail Ramps
- Rack Post Protectors
- Rear Spiral Seal
- Reflect & Guide Stripes
- Rite-Hite® Brand Stripes
- Security Dock Gates
- Sentry-Rail™ Guard Railing
- Serco® Brand Service Parts
- Spring Head Dock Lights
- Stand-off Kits for Restraints
- Steel Faced Dock Bumpers
- Steel Pit Kits
- Trak-Sentry™ Door Track Protectors
- Truck Alert Light Communication Systems
- Turbo-ES™ Fan
- T-Track Weatherseal, Brush & PVC
- Visual Barriers
- Weatherseal Kits for Dock Levelers & Doors
- Wheel Chocks & Chains
- Wheel Risers
- Work Safe Gate™
- Yard Ramps
- Z-Guard Door Track Protectors